
CMS Tier-2 Resource Management

Tier-0 and Tier-1 centers:
•central tasks like organized processing and 
primary skimming performed by operation 
teams and controlled by the collaboration

•data export to Tier-2 sites
•MC events import from Tier-2s for custodial 
storage

•only limited resources for selected users 

Tier-2 sites:
•Monte Carlo production
•central data of global interest                    
for collaboration

•detector & physics groups
•users

Tier-3, ...  sites:
• term not well defined, from                 
almost no to full Grid functionality

• fully under the control of the site

For the hosted data different levels of:
•dynamics
•control
•responsibility

Thomas Kress, III. Physikalisches Institut B, RWTH Aachen, Germany & Ian Fisk, Fermi National Accelerator Lab., USA
on behalf of the CMS collaboration

Analysis at the CMS Tier-2 Sites - Status & Outlook

Physics & Detector Groups at the Tier-2s

Role of the Tiers Tier-2 Storage and CPU Concept

Tier-2 User Analysis Workflow

Users at the Tier-2s

http://cms.web.cern.ch/cms/http://cms.web

For CPU and batch prioritization:
•VOMS groups & roles system 
only moderately used so far

•All (presently 19, some combined) detector and 
physics groups have 30 TB storage space units at 
3-5 Tier-2s each

•Group requests, owns and controls data of 
interest for the group, e.g. sub-skims, special 
MCs

•Local site’s data managers approve or reject 
requests 

Job specifications

•For 2009 every user can host 1 TB at 
usually his/her local/national Tier-2(s)

•More quota if additional local/national 
resources available

•Countries with several Tier-2 sites 
can distribute their users among sites

• If sufficient CMS Grid capability, also a 
Tier-3 site can be used but only with 
best effort CMS support

•Countries without a Tier-2/3 have to 
negotiate with other Tier-2s

•Special arrangements for CERN users

Time periode: 1 month

Running jobs / day
Pending jobs / day

•Basic idea: input data distributed over the Tier-2 sites and accessible transparently by all users; user stores analysis job’s output at „home Tier-2(s)“

Massive utilization:
•80% of analysis activity at Tier-2s (& T-3s)
•1/4 of collaboration submitted jobs in 2008
•~1 million hours consumed per week

•Detailed monitoring of Grid sites (SAM, robot jobs, ...) and 
user jobs (dashboard) in place

•Typically about 2/3 of Tier-2 sites with high availability and 
reliability; fraction increasing 

Current areas of investigation/development:
•how to optimize user support?
•user job success rate and CPU/wall time ratio
•registration of user files as official data sets
•more fine grained resource allocations
•find and eliminate bottlenecks (e.g. srm stage-out)
•strategy for data set replacements/deletions
•pull vs. push Grid user job model

•User can register output from Crab 
analysis jobs in local-scope databases

•Such registered data sets are then also 
accessible by all CMS Grid users

•Some sites allow read-only access to 
Grid Tier-2 data from local desktops

•Alternatively, data can be copied to 
PC/notebook by Grid commands 
(needs knowledge of physical file 
name) or CMS web tool (massive 
access damped) for final analysis step

Official data

Official data
User Y data

Crab 
server

this level at 
some T-2s only

•Accounting information on 
Tier site and group levels

Job status

Resource 
Control

Read access to data

Official CMS data transfers 
(Phedex) from e.g.  Tier-1 sites

User Y‘s Crab analysis jobs stage-
out to user Y’s home Tier-2(s)

User X

for user data if in 
local-scope DB

Direct copy of small 
data products possible

Ready or warning

Not ready

Scheduled 
downtime
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Group Technical
Name

European Tier-2 Site(s) Non-European Tier-2
site(s)

PAG:    

Forward

physics

forward T2_DE_DESY T2_BR_UERJ,

T2_US_Wisconsin

QCD qcd T2_DE_DESY, T2_FR_CCIN2P3 T2_US_Caltech,

T2_US_MIT

Higgs higgs T2_ES_IFCA, T2_FR_GRIF,

(T2_IT_Roma)/T2_IT_Legnaro (tmp.)

T2_US_MIT

Electroweak ewk T2_ES_CIEMAT, T2_FR_CCIN2P3,

T2_IT_Legnaro, T2_UK_London_Brunel

T2_US_UCSD

SUSY susy T2_AT_Vienna, T2_DE_RWTH,

T2_IT_Bari, T2_UK_London_IC

T2_US_Florida

Top top T2_BE_IIHE, T2_DE_DESY,

T2_ES_IFCA, T2_FR_IPHC

T2_US_UCSD

Exotica exotica T2_FR_GRIF, T2_RU_JINR (from May),

T2_UK_SGrid_RALPP

T2_US_Purdue

B physics b-physics T2_CH_CSCS, T2_FI_HIP T2_CN_Beijing,

T2_US_MIT

Heavy ions heavy-ions T2_RU_SINP  

POG & DPG:    

E-gamma e-gamma T2_FR_GRIF, T2_IT_Roma,

T2_UK_London_IC

T2_US_Caltech,

T2_US_UCSD

Jets & MET,

HCAL

jets-met-hcal T2_DE_DESY, F2_FI_HIP, T2_RU_ITEP T2_KR_KNU,

T2_US_Purdue

Muons muon T2_ES_CIEMAT, T2_IT_Legnaro,

T2_RU_JINR (from May)

T2_US_Purdue,

T2_US_Florida

B tagging b-tagging T2_AT_Vienna, T2_FR_IPHC T2_BR_UERJ,

T2_US_Nebraska

Tracker tracker T2_BE_UCL, T2_DE_RWTH, T2_US_Nebraska


